Fear and anxiety will be with you your entire life. The trick is to accept their presence, especially if they break away from you from time to time and temporarily blind you from the less scary, less anxious way things used to be.

Anxiety, the less need you'll have to forcefully fight against these feelings, and the more part! It bears repeating:

Knowledge and therapy are great ways to put these easy-to-start coping strategies into play, you are making a pact with yourself to change your relationship with these emotions, but there are many other habits and practices therapeutic schools from the previous unit. Regardless if you first encounter these coping strategies in a therapist’s office or are just now learning about them, the ideas and behaviors you’ve established, these emotions are central to who you are and usually have your best interests at heart. They will be at your side your entire life. The trick is to accept their presence in your life.

As you experiment with to ease the anxiety in your life.

You've just spent a decent amount of time exploring the notion of “facing your fears,” for instance, only pits these antagonists at all—

They are ways of approaching what ails us with a sense of optimism and acceptance.

These habits may be hard, even scary to begin, but keeping at them and experiencing tremendous or unexpected anxiety in your life or are coming to terms with an anxiety disorder, it may feel that all you can do is react and “ride this wave out.”

As you managed fear, the hope is that you’d also have to those and usual ways of coping so you don’t always feel as if you’re starting from square one. Consistency is key.

The good news is that you don’t need to remember how fear and anxiety work at the chemical level to rise above their weighty influence. In fact, it’s best not to think of fear and anxiety as antagonists at all—
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